COMPARISON OF HIPPOCAMPAL AND TEMPORAL HORN AREAS ON BRAIN MRI AS INDICATOR OF ALZHEIMER DISEASE
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Introduction: Mediotemporal atrophy is an early and most prominent brain change in Alzheimer disease (AD). The hippocampus (hipp) contrasts with the surrounding cerebrospinal fluid space in the temporal horn of ventricles (horn) on brain MRI.

Aims: To quantify hipp and horn areas and their relationships on MRI in AD and controls.

Patients and methods: We manually traced hipp and horn areas of both sides on one coronal T1-weighted image in 21 AD patients (medians: age 75 years, MMSE 20 points) and in 23 non-demented elderly subjects (68 years, MMSE 29). We calculated a percentage of the hipp area related to the combined area of hipp+horn.

Results: Compared to controls, the AD patients had a significantly smaller hipp area and a larger horn area on either side (all p < 0.001). The same results apply for all measures normalized to the brain area in commissura anterior. The hipp area occupies a significantly smaller proportion of the combined hipp+horn areas in the AD patients (dx 64 %, sin 62 %) than that in the controls (dx 83 %, sin 82 %) (p< 0.00001).

Conclusions: The hipp area is reduced and the horn area increased on brain MRI in AD patients compared to the controls. The hipp-horn proportion could be potential indicator of AD on brain MRI.
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